Writing Energy-Efficient Windows* Store Applications for Mobile Devices
Impact of Graphical Intensive Application on Processor Power
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1. Introduction

In the series of articles on the “Writing Energy-Efficient Windows* Store Applications for Mobile Devices”, we have discussed the timer usage impact on the processor
In this section, we will discuss the impact of graphical intensive applications on the processor power.

Windows* 8 enables the hardware acceleration of graphical intensive applications through Microsoft* DirectX* SDK if available. We first discuss the programming model by using DirectX* SDK. Then we discuss several Windows Runtime* API usage with an impact on the processor package power.

2. Programming Model

The programming model for graphical intensive applications includes two key steps – rendering and presenting. The render step is to fill the rendering objects in a swap chain and then set tasks for rendering pipelines. The present step is to display the rendered frame to screen. The two steps are done interactively.

Developers can implement possible power saving designs or tune parameters for energy efficiency. We can have hardware acceleration concurrency to improve energy efficiency. For example, the deferred rendering is supported in DirectX* 11 if hardware supported. The deferred rendering is designed to enable breaking up complex scenes into concurrent subtasks, which can be executed simultaneously. The performance of rendering can be improved. Also power could potentially be reduced because the GPU active time is reduced due to the concurrent scene subtask execution. Another easy option is to use the provided APIs with tunable parameters. These parameters can impact the render frame rate. We also introduce the event-driven rendering concept in some application scenarios.

3. Present1 API Impact

Here is a case study on the IDXGISwapChain1::Present1 API usage in Windows* Store apps. The IDXGISwapChain1 is the new data structure in DirectX11 for swap chains. To present the rendered frame to the display, generally Present1 API is utilized.

3.1 Present1 API

The API is declared as the following.

```c
HRESULT Present1(
    [in] UINT SyncInterval,
    [in] UINT Flags,
    [in] const DXGI_PRESENT_PARAMETERS *pPresentParameters
);
```

Sample Code 1. Present1 API in Windows Runtime **

The API takes three input parameters. The first parameter is the synchronized presentation interval of a frame. In general model, 0 means the presentation occurs immediately without any synchronization. 1,2,3,4 are the synchronize presentation after the nth vertical blank. The second and third parameters specify options for
presenting frames to the output and the frame information to be present. If tuning the first parameter, the API can change the rendering frame rate, which has a big impact on the processor power.

3.2 UI frame rate and power comparison

We ran experiments on an Ultrabook™ with a 3\textsuperscript{rd} generation Intel® Architecture Core™ processor. The processor package includes a graphical processor. Through Intel® Power Gadget tool, we can read the processor package power. The package power includes the power drained by the processor package. We compare the processor package power for different settings on the first parameter for \textit{Present1} API. The larger number leads to the lower rendering frame rate.

![Effects of Frame Rate on Processor Power](image)

**Figure 1: Effect of the rendering frame rate on the processor package power in a Windows® Store app**

The figure 1 plots the processor power impact of the \textit{Present1} API parameter settings. X axis is the rendering frame rate triggered by the parameter and y axis is the relative processor power. As we can see, both 0 and 1 are synched with display refresh rate 60 fps/second, which has identical power consumption. When the parameter setting is increased from 1 to 4, the fps is decreased and the processor package power is also decreased. Thus, we should be careful to choose the API parameter. It is better to choose the one to satisfy the user experience need of the app and also maintain a low power cost.
4. Event Driven Render vs. Render Loop

There is a kind of mobile casual gaming apps like painting, drawing or puzzle apps. The animated image on the screen changes only when user touches it. This means the UI updates are event driven, either by touch event or by other gesture events. The animated image updates usually include the steps to render and present an image.

4.1 Rending/Presenting Implementation

Windows runtime allows developers programming the image rendering and presenting in two ways. The example below is the user-event driven rendering (run render once and present once). When user touches screen, render once. The frame rate is low.

```
Run{
    render();
    present();
}
OnTouched()
{
    render();
    present();
}
```

**Sample Code 2. Infrastructure of event driven rendering implementation**

Another option is shown in the sample code below. A while loop is utilized to continuously render and present. When a touch happens, the UI image is updated accordingly by a flag called in render(). The rendering frame rate is synchronized with the display refresh rate, which is 60 Hz in most display. 60 Hz is fast enough to let the user feel the update is driven by the touch action.

```
Run{
    While(!m_windowClosed)
    {
        render();
        present();
    }
}
```

**Sample Code 3. Infrastructure of loop rendering implementation**

4.2 UI Thread Frame Rate and Power Comparison

We coded the two implementations for the same feature as a 2D animation text enabled by a touch action in a Windows* Store app. Figure 2 shows the average processor power comparison between two implementations for an identical UI update feature. The event-driven rendering implementation consumes much less power than the render loop one. The render loop implementation consumes 1.45 times the processor power than the event-driven one. This is because the render loop implementation causes the UI rendering frame rate to be the same as the maximum
display refresh rate (60Hz). The event-driven implementation has near zero rendering frame rates unless the user touches the screen.

The comparison shows whenever possible we should utilize the event-driven implementation for event-driven gaming apps. Thus less UI update caused by the implementation can lead to a big power saving on the processor package power.

5. Summary

In the article we explain the available Windows* Runtime API usage and introduce the event-driven rendering implementation for energy efficiency. We expect developers can apply this guideline in the software development cycle.

6. Future Discussion

As mentioned in the series of the articles, we will discuss the platform power impact of other hardware components in future articles in this series. We will address how to save power in other components for various types of Windows* Store apps like file-access based apps, network I/O-based apps and sensor usages.
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9. Optimization Notice
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10. Performance Notice
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